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Treatment tables C & C3

... superior and accessible

C



Long durability 

180 kg working load 
and lifting capacity

48 to 98 cm height 
adjustment range

Generous dimensions 
(70 cm x 200 cm)

Thick seamless
padding (5 cm)

Paper roll holder - NZPC 
(optional)

Three-part headrest - TVLC
(optional)

Adjustable headrest 
( -40° to 40° )

Breathing hole 
and plug (10 x 24 cm) 
(standard)

Circular foot switch - KSC
(optional)

Foot switch (standard)

Wheels

Superior comfort for patients

We are putting the practitioner comfort first, but we are not 

forgetting about your patients. The padding on Novak M C Line 

treatment tables is extremely lavish (5 cm thick), seamless, and 

comes in many different colors from Color Chart 3. The table itself 

is of generous dimensions (70 cm wide and 200 cm long) and is 

standardly equipped with a wide oblong breathing hole 

(10 x 24 cm) and plug for treatments in a prone position.  What is 

more, you can lower it as low as 48 cm to make it 

easily accessible  to all of your patients.

Uncompromising 

stability

If you do not want to compromise on medical 

equipment, C Line treatment table is the right table 

for your practice. That is why we have designed it with 

superior stability and performance in mind. Novak M 

C Line treatment tables have a safe working load 

and a lifting capacity of an impressive 180 kg, 

which will give you much needed confidence 

that you can apply ample amounts of pressure 

and the table will not move or bend. 

The table needs to be stable, but you also 

need to push it around with ease for 

cleaning and moving purposes. For this 

reason we have equipped it with 

two wheels, which will help you 

move the table comfortably 

yet not interfere with stability 

during treatments.

Excellent comfort for practitioners

Novak M C Line treatment tables have an excellent height 

adjustment range from 48 to 98 cm, giving you the freedom 

to choose the exact height spot you want for each patient and 

treatment. You can either change the height with a foot switch 

or you can opt for circular foot switch, giving you the comfort of 

changing height from all sides of the table.

The headrest is generously adjustable from -40° to 40° and the 

footrest of the C3 treatment table can be adjusted up to 75°. If you 

need more than a standard single-pad headrest, a three-part one is 

available as an option. Additionally, you can add a paper roll holder 

to quickly and hygienically change paper cover for the next patient.

Novak M is a specialist in producing superior medical equipment 

and our  C Line treatment tables are no exception. They are made out of the 

best European mechanical, electrical and hydraulic parts to ensure maximum 

longevity. The upholstering and all of the materials used for the table base can 

be cleaned and maintained according to the highest standards 

of hygiene and durability.


